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QUTATION 
Computer Panel Saw Date : 2015/04/02 

 
Specialized in Panel Saw from SOSN 

Model : SOSN-338 Computer Panel Saw 

▲338 means Length of cutting .cutting length is 3800 mm 
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Machine Specification :  
 

MODEL SOSN-338 

CAPACITY 

Max. cutting length 3800 mm 

Max. cutting width (depth) 3200/3800 mm 

Max. cutting height 100 mm 

Max. gripper opening 105 mm 

Max. sawblade projection 105 mm 

MAIN SAWBLADE 

Main sawblade motor 15HP (11.2KW) 

Main sawblade diameter Ø405 mm 

Spindle diameter Ø 1”or Ø30mm 

Main sawblade speed 4,800 R.P.M. 

SCORING 

SAWBLADE 

Scoring sawblade diameter Ø176 mm 

Spindle diameter Ø 1”or Ø30mm 

Scoring sawblade speed 6,800 R.P.M. 

SAW CARRIAGE 

Saw carriage drive motor 2HP (1.5KW)(Inverter) 

Forward Speed(adjustable) 0~45 M/min 

Return Speed 70 M/min 

PUSHER 

Pusher system drive motor 1KW 

Pusher system pull speed 5~70 M/min 

Pusher system push speed 5~60 M/min 

OTHERS 

High pressure blower motor 3HP (2.2KW) 

Side aligner motor  90W 

Working air pressure 5~6 kg/cm2 

Table height from floor 880 mm 

Grippers 9 units 

Floating table 3 units 

Voltage 220V 380V 415V 440V 575V 

Hertz 50HZ/60HZ 

 Net weight 4700kg 

Gross weight 5300Kg 
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Panel Saw Specification 

 

 Machine structure 

 

▲ The machine bodies assemble on steel frame. In order to make stable of 

structure 

to avoid deformation of body, bleach stress, high temperature annealing, 

concussion sandblast and antirust. Those processing jobs are step by step and 

never lost one of those. 

▲ Leveling pad pieces are under the machine’s leveling screws. 

▲ A dust suction tubular pass through underneath machine body. 

▲ There are two 90° angle fence between cut line and can be adjusted. 

 

 Saw carriage structure 

 

 
▲ The saw carriage rails are basically on double 

parallelism hardened round rod. 

▲ The material of hardened round rods use bearing 

steel. 

▲ The saw carriage structure assemble with iron 

frame and 8 copper wheels travel on double 

parallelism hardened round rod. 

▲ The saw carriage travel with 2HP inverter motor 

and adjustable steel cable system. 

▲ This machine is basically transmitted with timing 

belt on 15HP main saw blade motor to carry on 

scoring saw blade spindle. 

▲ The saw carriage forward speed (5~45 M/min) 

can be adjusted with knob on control panel and 

return speed 70 M/min. 

▲ The saw carriage mid-way return use optical 

fiber to detect by program setting. 

▲ Main saw blade raise up with pneumatic air-

cylinder together carry on scoring 

Saw blade and raise up height to maximum cutting 

in every time. 

▲ Main saw blade maximum projection 105mm 

dis-adjustable. 

▲ Scoring saw blade manual adjust up-down and 

left-right with hook spanner. 

▲ Main and scoring locked by 38mm and 19mm 

wrenches. 
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 Pressure beam structure 

 

Double pressure beam works at the same time in 

this 

machine to ensure the last cut accuracy. 

▲ Each pressure beam moved by air-cylinder 

match with 

round gear and chain to ensure the double side 

balance. 

▲ A dust suction hole available between this 

double 

pressure beams. 

▲ Under these two pressure beams has rubber to 

avoid 

pressuring damaged. 

▲ Stand on machine body for pressure beam up 

and 

down motions double side template structure made 

from cast iron. 

 Side aligner 

 

▲ This device is available front and rear in double 

side 

fully automatic detective by program which we 

set. 

▲ This device transmits by 90W motor with 

round gear 

and chain to carry it, and also ensure position 

stability. 

▲ Front and rear rollers side aligner device with 

automatic position go through program setting, 

distance from 50mm to 1500mm. 

▲ Straight down and up actions when meet small 

size changing. 

 

 Dust guard 

 

▲ Piano-key type to avoid dust coming out while 

machine cutting. 
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 Pusher structure 

 

▲ Basically on double Ｉ-section steel beams, one 

side V-groove rail, one side flat guide rail (free 

section) with precision rack and pinion to ensure 

pusher straight line movement and also use 

German imported speed reducer with Japan 

imported 1KW Panasonic AC servo motor to 

collocate German imported 

magnetic scale to position and guarantee sizing 

accuracy. 

▲ The hardened round rod guide rail is locked on 

the top of V-groove rail and 

material from bearing steel. 

▲ The machine has 9 grippers in 12 feet with lever 

action when gripping. 

 Other sections 

 

▲ Working table base is covered with high pressure 

compact laminate which is hardly and smoothly 

surface to avoid panel surface scratch. 

▲ Three in-feed floating tables are also covered 

with high pressure compact laminate with Teflon 

balls inside floating case, each table size for 

1520mm (L) x 600mm (W) x 3 units. 

▲ Safety steel cable on the surface of machine front 

cover when meet emergency situation happened. 

▲ Number of roller modules collocate in pusher 

area, panel saw roller sticks to avoid panel surface 

scratch. 

▲ The machine roller tracks under pusher position 

in the middle of grippers. 

▲ Every section probably will cause machine 

damage parts has connected sensors 

to avoid damage happen. 
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 Standard equipment parts 

▲ A timing belt within machine, detail for HTD-8M x 35mm x 1248mm. 

▲ Total two scoring sawblade belt model 20 x 1740mm (included one inside 

machine for spare part). 

▲ Total one main sawblade with machine, diameter ø405mm, and spindle diameter 

ø1” or 30mm (should be confirmed).,thickness 4mm. 

▲ Total one Scoring sawblade with machine, diameter ø180mm, spindle diameter 

ø1”or 30mm, thickness 3.9~5.2mm. 

▲ Total one tool box with one unit tool. 

 Electric component 

▲ All contactors standard with TE(Schneider) brand. 

▲ Japan imported servo motor driver from Panasonic. 

▲ Japan imported PLC controller from Mitsubishi. 

▲ Taiwan brand inverter from Delta. 

▲ A transformer inside electric box to transfer voltage for power supply and all 

contactors use only. 

 

 Dust chute 

▲ 2 suction chokes through machine on left and right for 4”(100mm). 

▲ 1 suction choke between the top side of double beams for 4” (100mm). 

▲ 1 suction choke on left side close to cutting end for 4” (100mm). 

 

 Power supply 

▲ Three-phase voltage 208V, 220V, 380V, 415V, 440V, 575V on requested. Total 

power of machine is 24HP (16.4KW). 

▲ 4 wire inside the power cable for connecting with machine. 

 

 Air supply 

▲ Working pressure better between 5 ～ 6 Kg/cm2 

 PC controller 
▲ Hardware detail 

1. Monitor：19” LCD screen，1024x768 pixel 

2. Memory：RAM 512MB 

3. CPU ：Intel ® ULV Celeron ® M 1.0GHz 

4. Hard Disk Drive：40G IDE 5000RPM 8MB 

5. Other IO：2 Serial , Ethernet 1 LAN , 2 USB ports. 

6. Operating System：Microsoft ®  

Windows XP Embedded. 

7. Operating：Microsoft ® Basic optical mouse v2.0， 

Microsoft ® Wired keyboard. 
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▲ PC software functions 

 

1. Patten edit : Provides an easy way for operator to manually edit desired 

sizes for panel  Also allows for data saving and maintaining. 

2. Cut condition : Provides cutting simulation monitoring during cutting. 

3. Constant cut : Provides single and easy cutting for panel modify. 

4. Error Message : For displaying the abnormal condition currently occurs 

on 

all of the machine connecting parts with pictures and solution way to 

release trouble, including motor or driver overload message. 

5. Menu Monitor : Provides manual operating control each section of 

machine 

Also suitable for monitoring the input and output condition of the 

controller. 

6. Auto Layout : For use to input panel width, length and quantities, then 

they (Optimizer) will be automatically arranged by the most material 

Sawing method. This function also allows operator manually cancel or 

arrange new panels. 

 

Machine drawing of SOSN-338 Computer Panel Saw dimension： (10 feet drawing) 
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Standard equipment : 

 

1. Main sawblade and scoring sawbalde, a unit within machine, specification： 

Main sawblade：Ø405mm﹡thickness 4.0mm﹡spindle diameter Ø1”or Ø30mm. 

Scoring sawblade：Ø176mm﹡thickness 3.9~5.2mm﹡spindle diameter Ø1”or Ø30mm. 

2. Grippers：SOSN-338 for 9 units. 

3. Floating tables：SOSN-338 : 1520mm x 600mm x 3 units. 

4. A unit of tool within tool box. 

5. Main sawblade timing belt 8M x 35mm x 1248mm for 1 set within machine. 

6. Scoring sawblade belt 20＊1740 for 2 sets, one set within machine, the other set 

for spare part. 

 

Dear M/s Woodco Furniture. 

 

Please find here attached the price list covering the following models: 

Price list： 

 

Model： The SOSN-338 Computer Panel Saw for US$40,000 x 1 unit. 

Remark： Technician for installation, return plane ticket without 

accommodation and food are not included. 

Total amount price：US$ 40,000 

 

Please take note of the following conditions: 

 

TO : M/s Woodco Furniture 

Attend Mr. : Farrukh Saeed Ansari  

Trade term : F.O.B. China. 

Voltage : ??? V / ?? HZ / 3PH (Should be confirmed.) 

Installation Accommodation, plane ticket, testing are not included. 

Guarantee Within 12 months (from invoice date). 

Payment 30% at order, 70% T/T before shipment or 100% L/C at sight. 

Delivery time 60 days from quotation issued date. 

Validity 45 days from quotation issuing date. 

 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Ehsanfar.M.H 

Middle east Sale Manager 
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